AIOps Cloud-Based Management

Configuration and Deployment

• VxRail Manager, natively integrates with VMware vCenter, reducing complexity and helping you:
  - Perform diagnostics easily with physical views of each node, down to the component level
  - Deploy, manage, upgrade, patch and add/retire nodes to a cluster
  - Image nodes or clusters to a common release version.
  - Intelligent multi-cluster LCM operations for customers with multiple or geographically distributed clusters
  - Cluster operations, VxRail Manager, natively integrates with VMware vCenter, reducing complexity and helping you:
  - Automate and orchestrate self-deployment for operational agility, while streamlining your IT environment and processes.
  - Build and operate your infrastructure with cloud-like scale and predictable system availability.
  - Accelerate your journey by using supported OS's, from SUSE Linux to Windows
  - Simplify automation for Windows and VMware vSphere using familiar CLIs
  - Simplify automation for Windows and VMware vSphere using supported web browsers or from familiar CLIs.